Neoplasia versus hyperplasia of the retinal pigment epithelium. A comparison of two cases.
To present the clinical and histopathological characteristics of two different tumor-like lesions of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Two cases of tumor-like lesions of the RPE were identified in the files of the Eye Pathology Institute. The clinical characteristics and the light- and electron microscopical morphology of the lesions were compared and the diagnoses were re-evaluated applying modern immunostainings. Clinically, both adenoma and tumor-like hyperplasia of the RPE may present with prominent retinal feeder arterioles. The lesions are hypofluorescent in the filling phases and have multiple hyperfluorescent zones in the late phase in fluorescein angiography. They show high internal reflectivity by A-scan and appear as solid tumors by B-scan ultrasonography. Histologically, the two presented lesions of the RPE are different. The first is an adenoma of the vacuolated subtype. The other lesion is a hyperplasia of the RPE disclosing a tubular morphology. The pathologically active cells in both cases were positive for the reaction with antibodies against: cytokeratin, NSE, vimentin, S-100, HMB-45, desmin and SMA. However, only the adenoma was sporadic melan-A positive. Adenomas and tumor-like hyperplastic lesions of the RPE are very rare lesions. They share many morphological and immunohistological characteristics. Of the presented cases only the RPE adenoma is sporadic melan-A positive.